
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 12/03/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Wheat Fundamentals: In less than 10 days India's 2008 wheat crop projections have 
dropped from hopes of 1 MMT more than 2007 output of 74.89 mmt to a level less than 
70 mmt as a result of poor, late plantings which threatens yield. Over the most 
recent weekend an India buying group launched a tender for an unspecified amount of 
wheat on top of existing tenders of 630 K tonnes. According to Australian sources the 
unspecified amount is for 350,000 tonnes. If accurate, the total of 980 K tonnes is 
in the table above 1.3 million tonnes already purchased. If purchased total imports 
of 2.2 mil tonnes would exceed ideas of a max of 2 million tonnes to be purchased. 
After the futures close Monday, the Pakistan wheat trade announced it had purchased 
190 K tonnes of optional origin wheat vs its original tender for 200 K tonnes.  
Demand remains steady despite the 
present futures rally. Supportive 
to wheat futures are some very 
large tenders from Morocco, T
and India, see our Export Demand 
page. Bearish to wheat futures is
the forecast calling for moisture
in the dry southern Plains. 
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Tuesday's WASDE: of the three main 
tradable grains wheat has the b
odds for a end stocks reduction,
with soybeans #2 and then corn. 
Dating back to 1992, on average 
USDA reduces end stocks by 5 
million bushels. Of the 15 ye
3 years the USDA increased end 
stocks by an ave of 27 million 
bushels with a range of 20 to 35 
million bush
the balance of 8 years when on average USDA reduces end stocks by 20 million bushels, 
with a range of 10 to 40 million bushels. Since 1992 USDA has not adjusted wheat 
production. 
 
Basis: over t
calend
for wheat basis has been 70 over with the minimum at 4 over. The present basis leve
is 25 cents over. Wheat basis on average has had a tendency to work sideways from 
early Dec to the last week of Dec. 
 
2007 Cash Marketing: Allendale sold 50% of its 2007 wheat inventory on 9/18/07 bas
on historicals. The 
for instructions. The Dec/Mar CBOT wheat spread is 22.4 cents premium the March. Your 
cost to store wheat per month is 5.9 cents per bu. The present futures spread is 
paying more than break even and warrants the need to roll Dec Hedges to March 2008 
futures. The Last Trade Day for Dec futures grain contracts is Dec 14th. On Monday 
10/22/07 we rolled the remaining 50% of our 2007 wheat hedged in the Dec 2007 future
to the March 2008 futures. As long as your local cash market is paying you to store 
unhedged wheat at a rate of 5.9 cents per bushel per month, then store. If it is not 
willing to pay you to store than sell cash and re own via March futures and or May 
options. Call 800 551 4626 for ideas. We need to add, we do not see the strength in 
the US dollar as a limiting export sales factor for wheat vs soybeans. Old crop whea
supplies remain tight and no large new crop supply coming on line until next summer 
whereas S America is expected to have new soybean supplies coming on line in the 
spring and may be subject to the strengthening US dollar and weaker Brazil currency. 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


Weekly Wheat Inspections: with 24 weeks remaining in the marketing year, US wheat 
inspections are 66% stronger than year earlier levels. 
 
New Crop 2008 Marketing: the July 2008 life of contract high is Monday Dec 10 of 
8300. After reaching our next scale up hedge target on 12/10/07 of 8220, ($1 higher 

ls) Allendale is now 65% hedged of anticipated new crop wheat 
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than our last hedge leve
production at an average level of 6820. Allendale will stand aside from hedging an
further percentage of anticipated 2008 wheat production. 
 
Trade Position: the fundamental facts are world supplies are at risk with weather 
problems in Argentina (frost-freeze), India (planting) and
the US. #5 and 
suppliers to the world. Demand for wheat remains strong in the form of better than 
average export sales and projections suggest 2007/08 domestic use could be the secon
largest dating back to 2000/01. We have new recommendations to enter March futures  
longs in the MGEX, CBOT and KCBT trade as outlined within our Grain Trading Strateie
page. China announced it was selling 6 million tonnes of its wheat stocks to its own 
as a means to control food inflation which has reached 11 year highs. China controls 
35% of the world end stocks of wheat. China plans to sell 2.7 million tonnes of the 6 
MT this week. 
 
Tuesday Morning: the wheat trade is in a bullish posture for wheat, corn and then 
soybeans based 
dollar increase in 2008, funds suggest the greatest reward to risk to lie within 
agriculture more than two to one vs the energies and metals. 
 
Wheat Top Ten: thus far in the marketing year, each of the top ten US wheat import
countries have bought more wheat than year earlier levels. The

eria at 906% with smallest gain from Japan at 9on year is Alg
cumulative are 75% higher as of Nov 29 vs year earlier levels, 13.367 mil tonnes vs 
7.628 mil tonnes. These top ten importers account for 48% of the US export sales. 
 
Corn Top Five: only number three US corn importer Taiwan lags in its purchases, down 
19% vs year earlier levels. Number 1 Japan up 12%, Mexico up 16%, Korea 151% and 

Cumulative purchase for the top five importing countries is 28% bettEgypt up 88%. 
than year earlier levels. 21.640 million tonnes vs 16.883 million one year earlier. 
These top five importers account for 63% of the US corn export sales. With 38 week
in the marketing year remaining 2007/08 sales to S Korea have reached 4.11 mil tonnes 
vs all of 2006/07 of 4.079 million tonnes. We anticipate S Korea could be placing the
vast majority of its annual needs with the US and less with China. 
 
Soybean Top Five: numbers four and five US soybean importer EU-25 and Taiwan lags in 
its purchases, down 28% and 26% respectively vs year earlier levels.

 12%, and Japan up 8%. Cumulative purchase for theup 29%, Mexico up
importing countries is 14% better than year earlier levels. 13.641 million tonnes vs 
11.997 million one year earlier. These top five importers account for 79% of the 
soybean export sales vs 74% one year earlier. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: The corn trade range of estimates for 2007/08 corn end stocks a
in a range of 1.75 to 2.085 bil bu vs the previous months estimate of 1.897 billi
bu. The average estimate is 1.888 billion bu with Allendale estimating stocks of 
1.882 billion bu. The majority of our lower than Nov estimate comes from stronger 
than usual export demand but can not say the same for domestic demand from the 
livestock and ethanol demand sector. Deliveries against the Dec futures remain on 
large end and without much commercial interest in owning. Bullish to corn is the 
dryness developing in Argentina and southern Brazil. Corn silking in Argentina and
Brazil begins in mid to late Dec. Argentina is the world's #2 corn exporter and 
Brazil #3. Weather is good for the development of corn in S Africa and continues t
improve. 
 
 
 
 



Ethanol: January futures closed up 3.4 cents to settle at $1.919/gallon. Key 
technical resistance of $1.88 
is now viewed as support and 
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futures life of contract high is 4420 as of Friday 

 

new technical chart bas
resistance is $1.92. The long 
term trend remains up since 
finding a bottom of $1.53 o
Sept 29, 2007. DDG prices 
remain firm at 35 cents per 
pound of protein with 48% 
soybean meal at 33.75 cents. 
 
Tuesday's WASDE: Dating bac
to 1992, on average USDA  
increases end stocks by 5 
million bushels. Of the 15 
years, 6 years the USDA 
increased end stocks by an 
of 47 million bushels with a
range of 5 to 100 million 
bushels. There have been four 
years when end stocks were 

left unchanged and the balance of 5 years when on average USDA reduces end stocks by 
42 million bushels, with a range of 45 to 57 million bushels. Since 1992 USDA has not 

 
Basis: over the most recent 18 years, for the 49th week (week of Dec 10th) of the 
calendar year, the ave

has been 52 ovebasis 
cents over March futures. Basis on average has had a tendency to work sideways to 
slightly higher from early Dec to the last week of Dec. Higher trending futures and 
basis is viewed as an ideal development for those holding cash supplies. 
 
Marketing: Cost of carry from Dec hedges to March is 3.6 cents per bushel per month, 
or the need for a carry of 10.8 cents. The futures market is offering 17.4 cents. 
Allendale did roll its Dec corn hedges to the March futures on 9/27/07. If you have 
not rolled Dec corn hedges, get them rolled. The last trade day for Dec futures is 
Friday Dec 14th. See complete marketing advice within our Hedge Advice page. If you
2007 harvest is not hedged in the futures then look to your local cash markets to 
discover if the buyer is offering carry of at least 3.6 cents per bu, per month. 
Chicago cash corn is offering 10 cents carry from Dec to Jan vs 15 cents last week. 
Contact your Allendale representative for re ownership ideas. To secure cash flow 
needs, keep your eye on the US Dollar. If a technical signal should begin to sugge
a potential bottom (as it presently is), respond by first selling cash soybeans and 
then corn. Take advantage of the opportunity. Given the tightness in starch stocks,
Allendale does not feel pressed to make cash corn sales at present. 
 
Long The Basis? Ouch: in looking at futures, cash and basis levels vs the July, from 
the first week of Oct to the first week of Dec, July basis equivalent

ures continue to trend higher give a great dealcents. As long as fut
of writing HTA's. 
Cash Peaks: Dating back to 2000, national corn prices have peaked more frequently i
the months of Dec, April and May. 
 
2008 Corn Marketing: Allendale has 10% of anticipated 2008 corn production hedged at 
a level of 4220. The Dec 2008 corn 
Dec 7th, 2007, with a recent Oct low of 4176. Allendale had resting orders to hedge 
an additional 10% at a futures price level of 4360 which was filled and brings us up 
to a level of 20% hedged at an ave price of 4290. We will be methodical in hedging 
for the balance of the 2007 calendar year and extremely cautious entering 2008 spring
plantings if in fact corn acres are replaced with bean and wheat acres. New hedge 
instructions are found within our Hedge Advice page. As of Monday we are within 5 
cents of our next hedge. 



 
Weekly Corn Inspections: with 38 weeks remaining in the marketing year, US corn 
inspections are 10% stronger than year earlier levels. 
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Trade Position: fundamentally we remain bullish to corn given strong export deman
and limited competition. Also supportive to corn futures
stocks of corn 
futures is the struggling energy market and its attachment to corn futures. Also 
bearish to corn is the weak export shipments and potential for S Korea to cancel US 
corn purchases in favor of South American supplies if South America corn product
can turn on the moisture needed. Watch the March-May corn spread. If the spread 
should happen to reverse and breech 9 cents or better, S Korea may switch some its 
purchases from the US to Brazil and Argentina. Transportation cost may become more of
a determinate factor the closer it comes to shipment time. The closer S America 
zero's in on pollination look for weather to become a strong force within corn 
futures and international demand. 
 
Soybeans Fundamentals: Be aware, weekend rains for central and northern Argentin
greater coverage and amounts than f

moisture is able to fall in the 
region could suggest rains may enter 
the driest of regions in the we
Supportive to soybean futures is 
dryer than normal conditions in 
Argentina and southern Brazil. 
The Argentina region is showing 
classic signs of the developing L
Nina and could peak at the worst
time possible for the S American 
soybean farmer, the month of Jan 
when moisture is needed for pod 
fill. Two analytical firms within 
Brazil released sub 60 MMT 
production forecast on Monday. No
only the US but Brazil trade sugges

able buyer of US soybeans and 
ains arrive in time. If rains do not 

materialize for S America then look for China to continue to look to the US for 
supplies. Immediately bearish to soybeans is the high price of soybean oil which
put biodiesel manufacturing in the red. Also bearish to US soybeans is the spread 
between the Brazil Real vs the US dollar which as of late has been favoring end u
to look more economically towards Brazil. 

the estimate are low ball and a more even estimate of 60 million tonnes is more in 
line with true expectations. China has been a no

 
Basis: over the most recent 18 years, for the 49th week (week of Dec 10th) of the 
calendar year, the average Gulf basis has b

has been 69 over with the minimum atbasis 
cents over. Basis on average has had a tendency to work higher from the first week 
the last week of Dec. 
 
Tuesday's WASDE: Dating back to 1992, on average USDA reduces end stocks by 4 million 
bushels. Of the 15 year

with amillion bushels 
when end stocks were left unchanged and the balance of 7 years when on average USDA 
reduces end stocks by 18 million bushels, with a range of 5 to 30 million bushels
Since 1992 USDA has not adjusted production. 
2007 Soybeans: cash soybeans cost 7.7 cents per bu per month to store. Check those 
local cash markets to see if they offer adequate carry. If timely rains fall within 
Argentina and or southern Brazil, 40 cents could easily be at risk. The Jan-Mar 
spread offers 17.6 per bu per month. At 7.7 cents/bu/mth to store you need 15.4, thu
the market is willing to pay you to store those hedged bushels. Allendale has placed 
orders to roll Jan hedges to the March futures on Tuesday Dec 11th at 17.6 cents 
better. 



 
Cash Peaks: Dating back to 2000, national soybean prices have peaked more frequently 
in the months of Dec, July and August. Allendale is poised to begin to sell its first 

 cash inventory. 
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                 Allendale's 18th annual conference 

inerary for January 19th, 2008 

15 - 8:30         Welcome & Introduction                  Paul Georgy 

30 - 9:15         Wheat, The Leader Of The Pack           Joe Victor 
in 

ann 
re taking another 
stocks for the US, 

emand Surprise Grain      Alan Levitt 
 Levitt will provide information on what 
nd feed substitutes. Are prices expected 

of the 2007
 
2008 Soybeans: on Monday 11/19/08 Allendale hedged an additional 10% of anticipated 
2008 soybean production at a 
2008 production hedged at an average levels of $9.59/bu. Our next level to hedge is 
stated within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
Weekly Corn Inspections: with 38 weeks remaining in the marketing year, US soybean 
inspections are 17% weaker than year e
 
Trade Position: We remain fundamentally bullish soybeans as a result of the strength
in outside futures trade and developing dryness in sou
western Argenti
experience a leveling off near the middle of the month. Crush margins for soybeans is 
trending lower away from full production and closer towards break-even, however 
needs to revise its soybeans for crush higher as the present pace is healthier tha
what USDA is presently projecting. Also bullish for beans is the higher trending 
price of wheat futures has those traditionally using feedwheat looking to soybean 
meal as a feed substitute. Bearish to soybeans is the anticipated drop in soybean use
for bio diesel production as cash prices for soybean oil have put operating margin
in the red. Allendale suggest to focus on the US dollar, soybean oil futures 
technical up trend and Brazil/US currency spread. At the present stage of the game, S 
America is working with a record crop, but that optimism may slowly be changing...Joe
Victor 
 
Jan 18-19: our 18th annual conference in Crystal Lake, IL. Call 800 551 4626 for a 
special 
 
               "Today's Reality, Tomorrow's Opportunity" 
 
  
 
It
 
30 - 8:15         Breakfast & Registration 7:

 
8:
 
8:
World and domestic stocks are at record low levels, can they be repaired 
e year? High prices attracting new suppliers, but can traditional on

suppliers fight their way back?  Are high prices creating less demand? 
Strategies to reduce risk management exposure presented. 
 
9:15 - 10:00        Losing Acres, Increasing Value!         Bill Biederm
Is the ethanol boon over, or merely taking a breather befo
ant step? Fewer corn acres in 2008, suggests shrinking gi

who will pick up the global slack? Corn remains king in the US! Should 
multi-year hedges be implemented or has corn penetrated a new plateau in 
value? 
 
10:00 - 10:30       Morning Break 
 
10:30 - 11:00       Global Dairy D
CME Daily Dairy Report, author Alan
le dairy products play on food aro

to move higher coming off the heels of a very impressive rally in 2007? Is 
dairy protein competing with plant protein to satisfy growing demand? Risk 
management strategies will be presented. 
                



11:00 - 12:00       Can Soybeans Fuel Prices To The Teens?  Paul Georgy  
Soybean use for biodiesel gaining favor within the US, could it experience 

ethanol has? Is it price or cropping practice which may 

00 - 1:30         Trading Floor Chatter!                  Chris Modaff 
aff's experience in the commercial 

ain sector, will share his most recent observations which may impact 

he 
 or 

Ken Shaleen will teach us how to use 

 Meats, Fact Or Fiction!    Rich Nelson 
ant to the futures and cash markets? 

sh cattle expected to peak in the winter of 2008, then what? How much US 

  
 

 both US and world agriculture. How abundant is world major growing 

the growth curve 
allow soybeans to take acres away from corn in 2008? Allendale Inc 
President Paul Georgy will detail how oilseeds are gaining popularity in 
the biofuel sector. Can beans continue to satisfy feed, food and exports. 
 
12:00 - 1:00        Delicious Lunch 
 
1:
Direct from the CBOT floor, Chris Mod
gr
short and long term marketing plans. What will the merger between the CME 
and CBOT have on grain and livestock trade? Is the pit trade a thing of t
past and electronic trade taking over permanently? Does electronic trade
pit trade provide the best service?  
 
1:30 - 2:30         Technical Analysis Key to Option Strategy   Ken Shaleen 
CME educator and ChartWatch President 
the appropriate option strategies based on daily, weekly and monthly 
various chart formations. Mr. Shaleen will present option strategies on the 
various most notable futures markets. 
 
2:30 - 3:00         Afternoon Break 
 
3:00 - 3:45         Export Trade For
Are the US meat exports really import
Ca
pork will China buy for the 2008 Olympics? How quickly can hog markets 
recover? Will a lack of expansion in the cow/calf sector mean another year 
of high prices? Allendale Director of Research, Rich Nelson will show us 
how you can manage your risk exposure 2008. 
  
3:45 - 4:30         Where Will 2008 Drought Hit?            Drew Lerner   

 present the La Nina outlookA leader within the meteorological field will
for
regions moisture situation? What crops are most at risk in 2008? What 
regions need a near perfect start in 2008 to meet production demands? 
 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
800 551 4626 

f there will be any further reduction to today's kill. USDA 
8,000 head run would be seen compared with last Monday's 431,000 head. 

the industry expects the recent weather to cause any serious concerns with 
s 

 

 

 
Lean Hogs: We wonder i
indicated a 42
No one in 
marketings but there are expectations for maybe another 2,000 head taken off today'
estimate. One thing to note is recent reports suggest liquidation may be increasing. 
John Moss, an experienced broker in our main office, noted one pork producer he works 
with has a two week backup on sow culls. His sow buyer notes increased numbers of 
Canadian sows (breeding herd liquidation) is starting. There is some talk sow prices 
are down $4 to $6 in the last two weeks. In the near term this news would be bearish 

 as more supplies hit the slaughter market. It is too early to say this is confirmed
by the numbers yet but we will monitor the situation. In the near term we continue to 
expect cash hogs bottomed last month and are expected to make slow gains northward 
from here. We still feel December and February futures are priced right as they imply
that slow price appreciation. For trading we would stay with the sideways market 
mentality and continue to collect premium from selling February calls AND puts. For 
hedging we cannot state how much we feel summer 2008 contracts are overpriced. It is 
at least $5 by now. However, though we feel we are right in being bearish on those 
contracts it still does not appear time to work on hedges yet. Current June and July 
contracts are at the highest levels since September. 
 



 
Live Cattle: Most eyes in the next couple of days will be stuck on weather 
forecasts. 

nd 
the plains. Most of the problem areas will be in Oklahoma and Kansas. 

he areas expected to be hardest hit (eastern Kansas) are not where the large 

that he 
reement for expanded beef trade (boneless AND bone-in) possibly in March 

re 

ytime 

d easily look for a $3 to $4 price 

 
Weather: Sleet and snow has fallen today and will continue to fall tonight a
tomorrow in 
Though t
concentration of feedlots are there are still expected to be problems. 
 
Beef Exports: In the past few days there have been several stories giving updates on 
restarting/expanding US beef exports. A South Korean official commented 
expects an ag
or April. On the Japan issue it appears they are ready to look at raising the age 
cattle processed for beef imports to under 30 months from the current 20 months and 
under restriction. We are still pressing them to take off all age restrictions. 
However, even if we go with the 30 month limit it may take a few months for it to 
pass through their committees and get final approval. Two weeks ago we noted Russia 
and the US had reached an agreement with less restrictions to import US beef. The
are apparently now three orders that have been placed for US beef due to this 
agreement. Russia had been our fifth largest beef importer in pre BSE years. 
President Bush has apparently pressed China to start accepting US and to do it with 
no age restrictions. There are no expectations they are thinking to doing it an
soon but at least the push is there. 
 
Pricing: Most variables right now (weather/exports) could have positive implications. 
If the export situation is solved coul
appreciation...Rich Nelson 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 

arch@allendale-inc.com 

entation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 

send an e mail to rese
 
The thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No repres
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2007 


